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AbstractÐA study was performed to dierentiate the eects of elastic and plastic deformation on magnetic
Barkhausen noise (MBN) signals. Linear and angular MBN measurements were made on a number of
mild steel plate samples subjected to varying degrees of uniaxial elastic and plastic deformation up to
040% strain. Elastic strain eects on the MBNenergy were determined to be far more signi®cant than plastic strain eects. MBNenergy increases in the early plastic deformation region were attributed to a slight
increase in elastic strain due to work hardening. Magnetic anisotropy studies indicated that elastic strain
signi®cantly alters the magnetic anisotropy (a ) in the sample, but changes the isotropic signal (b ) very little. Plastic deformation has a smaller, but apparently opposite eect, in that it appears to change b but has
little in¯uence on a. As plastic deformation levels become large, however, behaviour becomes more complex and is less well understood. 7 2000 Acta Metallurgica Inc. Published by Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights
reserved.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic Barkhausen noise (MBN) occurs when a
changing magnetic ®eld is applied to a ferromagnetic material, and is due to irreversible domain
wall motion across local pinning sites. The high sensitivity of MBN to elastic strain [1±7] has made it
an eective tool for investigating deformation in
ferromagnetic materials. The few published papers
dealing with plastic strain eects on MBN [8±12]
reveal inconsistent results due to the use of dierent
materials and MBN signal interpretation. However,
the ®ndings of these independent studies display
one common feature: MBN response to plastic
strain is quite dierent to that of elastic strain. The
present paper examines the MBN behaviour of mild
steel deformed up to and beyond the yield point,
and after unloading. A more detailed discussion of
MBN response to stress below the macroscopic
yield point is discussed in another paper [13].
2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

2.1. MBN measurements
The present study employed two dierent types
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of surface MBN measurements. The ®rst type,
termed ``linear MBN'' are measurements taken
along a linear trajectory on a sample surface. At
each location, the measured MBN voltage spectrum
is analyzed by integrating the time dependence of
the voltage squared signal to arrive at a parameter
termed the ``MBNenergy'' [14]. The second type of
measurement, called ``angular MBN'' is used to
characterize the magnetic anisotropy of a polycrystalline sample. Measurements are performed at a
single location by rotating the excitation ®eld magnet in 108 increments from one measurement to the
next. MBNenergy is once again used to characterize
the signal, but is displayed in polar form as a function of angle. The polar MBNenergy result can be
described by:
MBNenergy  a cos

2

y ÿ f  b

1

where y is the angle of the applied magnetic ®eld
with respect to the reference (rolling or axial) direction; a is associated with the angular dependent
variation of the MBN signal; b with the angular
independent signal (isotropic background); and f is
the direction of the magnetic easy axis with respect
to the reference direction. The maximum of the
angular dependent MBN measurements corresponds
to the bulk magnetic easy axis direction (f ) of the
sample.
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2.2. Elastic stress eects
We have conducted a number of studies of elastic
strain eects on magnetic easy axis behaviour in
pipeline steel and steel plates [5±7, 14]. These studies have shown that an applied elastic tensile stress
increases MBNenergy and creates a strong magnetic
easy axis in the stress direction. Conversely, other
studies [15] have shown that an applied compressive
elastic stress decreases the MBNenergy in the compression direction, thus creating a magnetic easy
axis perpendicular to the applied stress. The stress
dependence of the MBN-monitored magnetic easy
axis has been attributed to the changes in the
domain wall con®guration in response to an applied
stress, as described in earlier work [7].
2.3. Plastic deformation eects
Plastic deformation creates a signi®cant increase
in dislocation density and movement of dislocations
leading to dislocation tangles. These dislocation
tangles are believed to act as pinning sites to
domain wall movement [8, 9]. Figure 1 illustrates
how domain wall energy might be aected by plastic deformation [16, 17]. Figure 1(a) shows the
domain wall energy variation with wall position
before plastic deformation. The pressure exerted by
the ®eld H applied at an angle c with respect to
domain magnetization Ms tends to move the wall
across pinning site 1, unless this pressure is counterbalanced by the wall energy gradient [16]

@ Ew
 2Ms H cos c
@x

2

Further increase of the ®eld results in an irreversible
domain wall ``jump'' to pinning site 2, a position
with larger wall energy gradient. At still higher
®elds, the domain wall moves to pinning site 3.
Successive domain wall displacements across pinning sites occur until the wall energy gradient is
large enough to prevent further motion of the wall.
With increased internal stress, the critical ®eld
required to move a domain wall across a pinning
site, and implicitly the wall energy gradient, increase
[16, 17]. Dislocation tangles are energetically signi®cant enough to produce eective pinning sites for
domain walls [8, 9]. Dislocation density increases
during plastic deformation lead to changes in
domain wall energy gradient at pinning sites.
Inhomogeneous distortion of a crystal lattice results
in large shear displacements occurring on widely
separated slip planes, while regions between these
slip planes remain almost undeformed [18]. As a
result, the domain wall energy gradient increases at
some pinning sites, while remaining essentially the
same at others. This is illustrated in Fig. 1(b),
where there is an increase in energy gradient at sites
1 and 3 but not 2. An applied ®eld, sucient to
overcome site 1, enables the wall to jump directly to
site 3, moving past 2 without being pinned by it.
This is expected to result in a correspondingly larger MBN response compared to that resulting from
the situation in Fig. 1(a).

3. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

Fig. 1. Variation of domain wall energy as a function of
the position of the wall. Energy distribution at pinning
sites (a) before and (b) after plastic deformation.

The specimens were obtained from a 3 mm thick
hot rolled mild steel plate with a yield point of
0190 MPa (determined by a 0.2% oset method),
and a Young's modulus of 167 GPa. Pole ®gures
constructed using X-ray diraction showed a random distribution of crystallographic planes. Tensile
specimens of central dimensions 260 mm (L) 
57 mm (W)  3 mm (T) were cut from the mild
steel plate such that the stress direction coincided
with the rolling direction of the plate. Two dierent
apparatus were used to apply a uniaxial stress to
the samples. The ®rst, built speci®cally for combining stress and MBN testing [13] allowed MBN
measurements to be made when stress was being
applied; unfortunately the loading limit on this unit
corresponded to only about 14% strain in the
samples. The second apparatus, a Riehle Uniaxial
Testing machine, enabled much higher stress levels
to be achieved in the samples (up to 040% strain),
but unfortunately it was not possible to make MBN
measurements during stress application. Samples
stressed in this apparatus were therefore stressed,
unloaded and removed for MBN testing. Since the
elastic strain is removed with unloading, the MBN
results for these tests predominately re¯ect the eect

of plastic deformation. Four samples were stressed
repeatedly to higher deformation levels using this
apparatus. Table 1 details the loading and unloading cycles for the four specimens. The ®nal cycle on
sample 4 involved deformation up to necking
(040%).
A schematic illustration of the apparatus used
for MBN measurements is shown in Fig. 2. The
MBN signal is excited using a sweep ®eld magnet
made of a ferrite U-core wound with 0800 turns of
®ne wire. The excitation is provided by a 12 Hz
sine wave signal produced by a waveform generator
and a bipolar power supply. The core assembly
also includes a coil or read head detector situated
between the magnet pole pieces. The detected signal
is preampli®ed, ®ltered using a 3±200 kHz bandpass ®lter, and then fed into an RC Electronics
Computerscope. Due to skin depth considerations,
MBN is primarily a surface technique with the
detected MBN signal originating from depths less
than 00.2 mm below the surface. An earlier study
[19] examined the eects on MBN of surface grinding with SiC papers and found no change in the
MBN signals for grit sizes smaller than 600 grade
SiC. For this reason all sample surfaces were carefully ground to a 600 SiC grit ®nish prior to MBN
measurement.
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4.1. MBN results for samples subjected to applied
uniaxial loading in tension
Figure 3 shows the eect of progressively increasing tensile strain on angular MBN results. The
solid lines through the data represent the ®t of
equation (1) to the experimental result. Figure 3(a)
illustrates that prior to deformation the sample displays no magnetic anisotropy; however the application of an elastic stress to 0.2% (the approximate
yield point) creates a signi®cant magnetic easy axis
in the stress direction. This behaviour is consistent
with other studies of steel plate materials [20].
Continued tensile deformation above the yield
point enhances the easy axis [Fig. 3(b)], but at a
much lower rate (per unit stress) than in the elastic
region. This is further illustrated by examining the
variation of ®tting parameters a and b [from the
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4. RESULTS

Maximum strain reached
during loading (%)
Specimen

Cycle 3
Cycle 2
Cycle 1

Table 1. Successive loading and unloading cycles for specimens under uniaxial tensile stress. The maximum strain reached during loading is indicated, as well as the plastic strain present after unloading
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of experimental apparatus for producing and detecting magnetic Barkhausen noise.
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Fig. 3. Selected polar plots of angular MBNenergy illustrating (a) undeformed and fully elastic (0.2%)
strain states, and (b) strain into the plastic regime. Solid lines are curves of best ®t described by
equation (1).

equation (1) ®t to the data] with strain. Figure 4
shows these variations, plotted on two dierent
strain scales in order to illustrate more clearly the
behaviour in each of the elastic and plastic regions.
These curves indicate that the b parameter, which is
associated with the isotropic background of the
MBN signal, remains essentially constant throughout the deformation process. Conversely, the a parameter, representing the magnetic anisotropy,
increases progressively with increased deformation.
Figure 4 further illustrates that a has a much
greater strain dependence in the elastic, compared
to the plastic, deformation region.
The trends in Figs 3 and 4 are reinforced by
``average MBNenergy'' results shown in Fig. 5(a) and
(b). The results in Fig. 5 are obtained by averaging
individual MBNenergy values obtained at points
along a linear trajectory on the sample subjected to
various levels of deformation. As in earlier diagrams, a much stronger MBN dependence on strain
is seen in the elastic, compared to the plastic, deformation region. This is the case for detector orientations both parallel and transverse to the stress
direction.

4.2. MBN results for unloaded samples
Figure 6 shows a and b parameters obtained
from angular MBN measurements on unloaded
samples, with a and b shown as a function of the
plastic strain in the sample after unloading. It
should be noted that the large dierence in scale
between these a and b results compared to those
seen in Fig. 4 is primarily due to a somewhat dierent MBN setup in each case. Figure 6 shows that a,
which re¯ects the magnetic anisotropy, changes little until the plastic strain becomes very large.
Conversely, the b parameter has a signi®cant plastic
strain dependence, initially increasing and then
decreasing at very large deformations.
Figure 7 shows the average MBNenergy obtained
along a linear trajectory [similar to that plotted in
Figs 5(a) and (b)], for the unloaded samples, again
as a function of plastic strain after unloading. In
this case both detector orientations show similar
results, with the average MBNenergy initially increasing and then decreasing at very high plastic stress
levels.
Finally, the pulse height distribution of the MBN

Fig. 4. Variation with strain of ®tting parameters a and b of equation (1); (a) overall behaviour
throughout the deformation cycle, and (b) expanded strain region to 2% strain. Connecting dashed
lines are only for guidance.
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Fig. 5. Summary of average MBNenergy data along an axial scan; (a) overall behaviour throughout the
deformation cycle, and (b) expanded strain region to 2% strain. Connecting dashed lines are only for
guidance.

signal was examined for a few of the unloaded
samples, for detector orientations parallel to
[Fig. 8(a)] and at 408 to [Fig. 8(b)] the stress axis. A
signi®cant increase in the ``tail'' of the distribution
curve (larger voltage pulses) is observed at an angle
of 408 to the applied stress axis [Fig. 8(b)]. This is
close to the direction of maximum shear stress. The
directions parallel [Fig. 8(a)], and transverse (not
shown) display a less pronounced increase in the
tail with applied stress.
5. DISCUSSION

5.1. Elastic deformation eects on MBN
Elastic deformation has been shown to have a
signi®cant in¯uence on MBN behaviour. This
results from changes in the domain con®guration in
response to changes in the interatomic spacing,
described as follows [after 7]. Steel generally has a
positive magnetostriction coecient, i.e. it is energetically favourable for domain magnetization vectors
to lie along the h100i direction that is closest to an

Fig. 6. Behaviour of ®tting parameters a and b of equation
(1) throughout the entire plastic strain range. Connecting
dashed lines are only for guidance.

applied tensile stress direction. Therefore in response to an applied stress, the domains within individual grains must reorient to minimize their
energy. Two possible mechanisms have been proposed to explain the response of the domain pattern
to an applied stress in single crystals, based on the
energy changes associated with the relative volume
of 1808 and 908 domains. The ®rst involves a reorientation of 1808 domains into the h100i direction
that is closest to the stress direction. The second
mechanism involves an increase in the 1808 domain
wall population, for domains that lie in or close to
the stress direction. A combination of these two
mechanisms implies that a tensile stress will create
more domain walls in the stress direction, and a
compressive stress fewer walls in the stress direction. Since MBN is associated with the pinning of
these domain walls as they move during magnetization, the MBN signal is predicted to increase in the
direction of tensile stress, and decrease in the direction of compressive stress.

Fig. 7. Summary of average MBNenergy data (measured
after unloading) for the entire plastic strain range investigated. Measurements were made for detector orientations
parallel and transverse to the applied stress direction.
Connecting dashed lines are only for guidance.
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5.2. Plastic deformation eects on MBN
The main conclusion to be drawn from the present study, as illustrated in Figs 3±5, is that the
MBN signal is far less dependent on plastic deformation than it is on elastic deformation, although
there is still a small strain dependence in the plastic
range. The reason for the dierence in eect
between the two types of strain lies in the fact that
they occur by two dierent mechanisms. As discussed above, elastic strain involves an increase or
decrease in the atomic spacing and therefore aects
the magnetic behaviour directly through magnetoelastic energy considerations. Once the plastic regime
is reached, however, the macroscopic elastic strain
remains approximately constant, with plastic deformation occurring through slip processes. These processes lead to a number of changes that potentially
can alter magnetic behaviour:
1. an increase in the number of microscopic pinning
sites in the form of dislocation tangles and cell
boundaries, which act as obstacles to domain
wall movement,
2. development of a crystallographic texture, which
may alter the magnetic easy axis, direction, and
®nally
3. additional, minor local elastic stress increases in

Fig. 8. Pulse height distributions for selected plastic strain
levels for a detector orientation (a) parallel, and (b) at 408
to the applied stress direction.

the plastic region associated with the work hardening processes [21].
It is dicult to estimate quantitatively the degree to
which each of these contributes to a change in the
MBN signal. However, it is interesting that the relationship between MBNenergy and strain shown in
Fig. 5(a) (for the detector parallel to stress) is very
similar in form to the engineering stress vs engineering strain curve obtained during a standard tensile
test of the specimen material (not shown here). The
similar form of the two plots led us to combine
them to produce a graph of MBNenergy vs engineering stress (Fig. 9). Interestingly, Fig. 9 shows that a
line of best ®t represents equally well the data from
the elastic and plastic regions of the curve. This
provides strong evidence that the minor MBN sensitivity to stress in the early part of the plastic
regime (up to 013% strain) is due to additional
small elastic stress increases. We believe this to be a
result of work hardening, explained as follows: In
the elastic region, stress is accommodated by an
increase in atomic spacing of the lattice. Potentially
this spacing increase can continue until fracture,
however at some critical stress value ``slip systems''
within the material are activated and the material
begins plastic ¯ow. As plastic deformation progresses, however, dislocation generation and interaction leads to work hardening [21]. Work
hardening slightly increases the critical value for
slip, thus allowing slightly more elastic stress to be
accommodated in the crystal lattice through
increases in lattice spacing.
The results of Figs 3±5 provide evidence that the
slight increase in MBNenergy within the early part of
the plastic regime can be accounted for by considering the small increases in elastic stress that accompany plastic deformation. However, as deformation
proceeds beyond this point, it is likely that the pin-

Fig. 9. Plot of MBNenergy as a function of engineering
stress, obtained by combining the results of Fig. 5(a)
(detector parallel to stress) with the information from the
engineering stress/engineering strain curse for the sample.
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ning eects of dislocation tangles become increasingly important. In contrast to elastic eects, which
increase a (magnetic anisotropy) but leave b (the
isotropic signal level) essentially unchanged
[Fig. 4(b)], plastic deformation appears to alter b
more than a. This is illustrated in Fig. 6. It also
explains why results from both MBN detector
orientations show similar responses to increasing
plastic strain in Fig. 7. A remaining question, however, is why the MBNenergy diminishes signi®cantly
at high levels of plastic strain, as seen in Fig. 7.
This may be a result of competition between plastic
deformation and crystallographic texture eects,
and is part of a continuing investigation.
Finally, the pulse height distributions in Fig. 8
warrant further comment. The pinning site arguments presented in the section on plastic deformation eects, suggest that larger MBN pulses are
produced as plastic deformation alters the relative
energies of adjacent pinning sites. This may explain
the behaviour seen in Fig. 8. Both (a) and (b) illustrate that plastic deformation increases the number
of large MBN events, with this behaviour being
most evident near the direction of maximum shear
stress [Fig. 8(b)].

6. CONCLUSIONS

An examination of the eects of both elastic and
plastic deformation eects on MBN signals has
shown that elastic eects are far more signi®cant.
Elastic strain signi®cantly alters the magnetic anisotropy (a ) in the sample, but changes the isotropic
signal (b ) very little. Plastic deformation has a
smaller, but apparently opposite eect, in that it
appears to change b but has little in¯uence on a.
Furthermore, the evidence suggests that the
MBNenergy increases in the early plastic deformation
region are likely a result of a slight increase in elastic strain due to work hardening. As plastic deformation levels become large, however, behaviour
becomes more complex and is less well understood.
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